Greg Thomas

Watch Words: On John Furnival

On 15 May 2012 I met John Furnival (1933–2020) for the
first and only time, following a meandering correspondence by postcard over the previous two years. During that
time John seemed to be permanently on the move, between
Nailsworth in Gloucestershire, Honfleur in Normandy, and
the small commune of Gramat in southern France. Communication on my part was tinged with adulation: not only
for John’s work but also because of the lost world of peripatetic bohemia that he seemed to represent. The postcard
trail filled in some details of a life during which he made
extraordinary yet still undervalued contributions to a number of artistic and literary genres, through a practice whose
most distinctive feature was the use of hand-drawn lettering to build up virtuosic, often vast visual constructions,
frequently suggesting towers, ziggurats, and other architectural forms.
As the art historian Stephen Bann notes in a 2018 essay,
John’s work ‘has the quality of being absolutely distinctive’,
yet ‘gains in significance through being studied within a
number of different associative frames’. One of these involves
the Royal College of Art cohorts of the late 1950s that
helped to characterise British Pop art, including Joe Tilson,
R B Kitaj, and Furnival’s friend David Hockney. All of these
figures, Bann suggests, gave depth and complexity to their
‘Pop’ credentials through a ‘long-term identification with
imagery and sources that transcends the popular culture
of that period’. Furnival, for his part, ‘incorporate[d] signs
that derived from an astonishingly rich variety of cultural
sources’. These ranged from the iconography of the early
avant-gardes – Satie and Apollinaire were lodestars for John
– to ancient visual-textual forms thought to muster magical
or protective powers, such as the Babylonian ‘devil trap’,
whose inward-circling spirals of text Furnival appropriated
for several 1960s works.
Another frame through which John’s practice might be
glimpsed, and that which has mainly defined my own engagement, is the movement of concrete poetry, incorporating in
this case that loose constellation of word- and image-based
practices that reached their zenith during the 1950s–70s:
from Lettrism to sound poetry and Fluxus-adjacent book
art. It was around these themes that my and John’s postcard discussions mainly hovered. To fill in some blanks from
John’s early life, then, it is worth turning to the writing of
his friend and editor Bernard Moxham.
In a timeline appended to the same 2018 exhibition
catalogue in which Bann’s essay appears, Moxham notes the
following key dates: May 1933: birth of John Furnival in
London. 1951: attends Wimbledon School of Art (a ‘good,
traditional’ college, John noted at our in-person meeting,
where he learned draughtsmanship, paint mixing, and letterwriting). 1954–57: national service, including Russian
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translation at the War Office. 1957–60: attends the Royal
College of Art. 1959–60: moves into a rundown cottage in
Nailsworth with his partner, the artist Astrid Furnival, whom
he marries that year. They frequently host John’s former
classmate Hockney. In that year John begins teaching at
Bath Academy of Art, Corsham; he would soon add a second
teaching post, at Gloucestershire College of Art.
In a postcard sent to me on 24 January 2011, John recalled
his first encounter with the international concrete poetry
movement, brokered by the Benedictine monk, theologian
and typewriter artist Dom Sylvester Houédard (or dsh),
then resident at Prinknash Abbey, Gloucestershire.
When I was teaching at Gloucestershire School of Art [in
1963] I put on an exhibition of my drawings in the exhibition space of the adjacent public library … I was already
using words in my work, and dsh, who was changing his
books there one day, left a note urging me to contact
him … So I ’phoned him up, and we agreed to meet at
the New Inn in Gloucester, in the Monk’s Retreat, funnily
enough. Quite a few of the drinkers were somewhat taken
aback when a real monk came into the bar, with his
cloak flying, revealing a slightly grubby habit. Sylvester
opened up his briefcase and brought out a pile of printed
materials, mostly I H F’s Poths [Ian Hamilton Finlay’s
magazine Poor.Old.Tired.Horse], but some of the German
and Brazilians’ poetry as well.
The German-based Swiss-Bolivian poet Eugen Gomringer
and the Brazilian Noigandres group, consisting of brothers
Haroldo and Augusto de Campos and Décio Pignatari, are
credited with having established the concrete poetry movement in the mid-1950s. Their early work was defined by a
linguistic and visual minimalism strongly informed by Constructivism and Concrete Art, in some ways the antithesis
of John’s exuberant, Joycean textual excess.
Indeed, as his letter goes on, ‘I wasn’t over-impressed by
it to begin with, finding it rather cold and under-emotional,
but I sort of gradually came to terms with it, although I
never would have called myself a concrete poet – in the end,
I settled for “visual poet”, which, if I am a poet at all, describes
what I do more precisely’. This position is pre-empted by a
statement included in the 1974 anthology Gloup & Woup:
‘I evidenced the usual scepticism when confronted with
concrete poems for the first time, so instead of their tendency to reduce and pare down, I mocked them with this
additive process.’
That statement was made with reference to the Tower
of Babel series of text screens, whose sprawling, unstable
architectonic forms were created with pen and ink in a
spontaneous freehand, though irregularly reproduced as
screen-prints. The development of this sequence reflects
in microcosm John’s progress through and around the
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concrete poetry movement, and is worth unpicking. In an
earlier artist’s statement, included in the catalogue for Jasia
Reichardt’s genre-defining 1965 concrete poetry show at
the ica, Between Poetry and Painting, John recounted the
origins of the series, whose influences included Marshall
McLuhan’s writing on ‘simultaneous’ communication in the
age of mass media:
The first few drawings that I did around the Babel theme
were architectural: composed of a single house unit which
was repeated almost ad infinitum until the city itself lost
its form and became megalopolis… I then decided that
after all it was the confusion of noises which made Babel
significant, not the mammoth architecture, although the
two are infinitely related, so I started doing elevation drawings, made up of layer upon layer of visual noises.
The first work in the series, Babel (Peace for the World)
(1963), perhaps channelled John’s muscle memories as a
Russian translator:
[I]t was composed of the slogan ‘Peace for the World’ and
its Russian equivalent ‘Meer za Meerom,’ both of which
start out at the bottom of the tower pretty clearly, but as
they progress up the tower become more and more intermingled, forming odd words in other languages, or just
meaningless noises, until at the top even the different
characters combine and, rather than fall into a heap on
the ground, eventually just evaporate into nothingness.
This was, as John put it in 1974, an ‘anti-concrete work’.
Concrete poetry in its early guises had proffered the visual
manifestation of language as a way of sharpening and paring down semantic value. In McLuhanite, acerbic-pop style,
the Babel series implied the hubris of such an ideal at the
nadir of the Cold War (the Cuban Missile Crisis had occurred
in 1962) and in the context of a newly voracious media and
advertising culture. Rather than post-Constructivist clarity,
the most salient characteristics of global communication in
Furnival’s universe were political animosity and insistent,
hypnotic visual-verbal repetition.
The furrow to be ploughed here was a rich one, and
many further instalments in the Babel series emerged over
the following years and decades. Tower of Pisa: The First
Leaning Manifesto, mimicking the appearance of the eponymous squint landmark, appeared in 1964, followed by the
multi-panel Tours de Babel Changées en Ponts (1965). Europa
and Her Bull, from 1966, builds on the motifs and technical
features established in Tours de Babel, including the combination of text towers and columns with phalluses spewing
portentous Biblical pronouncements. The Eiffel Tower in the
fifth panel of Europa was pre-empted by the single panel
of The Eiffel Tower (1965), while British and North-American civic architecture were subjected to the same laconic
deconstruction in How Big was My Ben (1978) and The
Manhattan Screen (1979). The 1984 work Fifty-one Towers
of Babel served as a summary statement on matters Babelic.
One of the impediments to wider engagement with John’s
work has been its presentation-defying formal and technical
traits. These are works to be admired from a distance but
then approached and read at nose length, as vast, intricate
open-field poems. The Tower of Babel, for example, includes
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reader instructions placed in niches at the tower’s top and
base –‘orstart/here/and/work/upwards/ or oror/or
oror/or oror/oror’ – as well as text collaged from existing literary sources. The arches at the base are crammed
with passages from Joyce’s Finnegans Wake, for example.
Equally suggestive are ziggurat-like arrangements of vowels
and graphically-arranged charms and hexes from pre-Christian cultures such as the ‘abracadabra’ triangle. Some sense
of the range of sources that Furnival is wielding here is
integral to full appreciation of the work, but the Babel
series remains almost impossible to view in gallery spaces.
Moreover, it has thus far been beyond the technical and
economic gift of any publisher to reproduce the work in
formats allowing detailed scrutiny, save for a few serigraph
prints of the 1960s–70s.
Those precious few publications, for the most part sequestered in university libraries, are testament to another great
achievement of John’s creative life: the press Openings,
formed together with Dom Sylvester Houédard on the day
of their meeting in the Monk’s Retreat, according to John’s
January 2011 missive:
I suggested to Sylvester that it would be a good idea to
start a press in order to make and broadcast ‘sendable’
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art, always to do with visual language … Originally, every
piece had to have a peculiar way of unfolding – opening
– but this didn’t last for long. Of course, Sylvester had no
money at all, so I had to finance the whole operation out
of my salary, which, in any case, was minimal. Our first
production was Finally a Valentine by Louis Zukofsky.
Three days after our meeting, on 18 May 2012, John recalled
the point at which the typographer Edward Wright came on
board: ‘I met Yeddi at the ica during one of the talk sessions
during the Between Painting and Poetry [sic] exhibition,
where he agreed to take on the typographical editorship of
Openings. He “resigned” pretty quickly, partly because of
distance, but also, I suspect, because we weren’t really up
to scratch typographically!’
Openings was probably the most significant British small
press after Finlay’s Wild Hawthorn Press operating in the
language-and-image genre that attracted so many adherents
during the intermedia art craze of the 1960s–70s. Wright’s
connection to the operation at any stage is significant given
the aura that had surrounded him since his involvement
in landmark exhibitions such as This Is Tomorrow at the
Whitechapel Gallery (1956). However, the contrast between
their styles of work might have been similar to that which
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Opposite: Tower of Pisa (detail) screen print, 1964.
Below left: The Manhattan Screen (detail) 1974.
Below: postcard, depicting a drawing by John Furnival, 2010.
Bottom: both sides of an exhibition card, Le centre des livres
d’artistes, received by the author, 27 July, 2010.
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Bann posits between Furnival’s ‘eclectic and open approach’
to typography – based on extemporised freehand designs –
and the ‘structural rigour’ favoured by Hansjörg Mayer, a
German-born master printer also associated with the British
concrete poetry movement of the 1960s.
In any case, Openings introduced a range of unique formal
motifs and tricks to concrete poetry and text-art milieux,
while the creation of art for receipt through the mail
followed hot on the heels of Ray Johnson’s formation of the
(whimsically titled) New York Correspondence School in
1962, preceding the visible emergence of any wider mail art
movement. One iconic product of Openings is the so-called
Plakat series (circa 1965–1968) of rigid, oversized card poems,
generally featuring a framed visual poem with publication
details running along the base. As well as mail art and concrete poetry, the series provided space for type-based Op art
in the form of Jírí Valoch’s Plakat 6: Hommage to Vietnam
[sic] and a text-based collage by Furnival’s friend Tom Phillips (Plakat 8, 1967) published three years before the first
edition of his extraordinary A Humument.
John Furnival’s work represents a major contribution
to the concrete poetry movement, despite his reticence in
associating with it, as well as the diverse genres of Pop art,
mail art, and intermedia art, amongst others. This is to say
nothing of his exceptional drawing skills, nor his collaboˆ
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rations with his partner, the brilliant textile artist Astrid
Furnival. However, in returning to that visit of May 2012,
I want to paraphrase some sketchy impressions I made of
John as a person shortly after his death, part of a tribute
printed in the Cambridge Humanities Review, leaving the
reader with that impression above all:
Train to Stroud. John picked me up at the station: big colourful jumper full of holes, neckscarf and chequered padded shirt underneath. Scruffy trousers. Very comfortable
feeling around John. Not smiley but friendly. I’d forgotten
my Dictaphone which was incredibly stupid but he brushed
it off and we chatted at his kitchen table while I made notes.
Astrid came in and out and joined in the discussion occasionally… I think a son (?) arrived at one point. It seemed to
me like a family home and a studio at the same time. Work
was all over the place – we looked through it all…
It is not only John’s work but also the personal qualities that
suggested themselves to me during this meeting – above
all what seemed to be an instinctively satirical take on the
world, but which wasn’t brittle or nihilistic – that will remain
with me as I and others continue to study, interpret and
promote his singular practice.

Europa, six panels, each 6ft x 3ft. Detail on page 24.
Plakats designed and published by John Furnival and
Dom Sylvester Houédard’s press Openings.
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